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Scopus

*  Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-

reviewed literature:

scientific journals, books and conference proceedings.

• Year of 2004
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Document search

Scopus provides you with the option of searching for 

publications based on search terms relating to specific 

parts of a document (e.g. title, author, keywords, ISSN).



Document search

• Go to Scopus. The default page is the Document search.

• Enter your terms on the Search terms line

• Select the search fields from the drop-down list.

• Note: If you want additional search terms, click the '+' icon to enter 
an additional search term line.

• Click 'Search'. For information about how to work with document 
search results,

• Basic search

• Advanced search

https://www.scopus.com/search/form.uri?display=basic&clear=t&origin=searchauthorlookup&txGid=0


Document search



Result
EDIT: to return to the Document search page to edit 
your search terms.

Save: You can save a search to run again in a future 
session.

After running a search, click 'Save' to save the search 
parameters.

You must be signed in to save a search.

You can save up to 200 searches.

Set Alert: You can create an email alert to be notified 
when Scopus publishes new documents that fall within 
your search parameters.

* You must be signed into Scopus to create a saved 
search or to create an alert.

* There is no limit on the number of alerts you can 
create.

* Non-Scopus documents (abstracts available on 
platforms external to Scopus) and citations derived from 
Scopus references are not included in Search alerts.

* Provide a name for the search, email 
address(es), the frequency, and status of the alert.

Click 'Set alert'.



Result

1 532
4



Refine Result



تفکیک مقاالت نسخه نهایی

و مقاالت در مرحله انتشار



Result

to display or hide the abstracts in your 
search resultsChart & graph



Analyze search results



Export
You can export selected items to a 

file or to a reference management 

tool such as Mendeley or RefWorks:

* Scopus results lists including all 

search results, My lists, and Saved 

Lists

* Documents

* Document references

** To export your documents, select 

the documents from your search 

results and click ‘Export’ and follow 

the prompts



download
On the Document search results page, 

tick the checkboxes to select one or 

more documents (up to 50 documents):

Select individual check boxes.

Check the 'All' box to select all 

documents shown in the list.

Select the All drop down and 

click 'Select page' to select all the 

documents on the current page.

Click a selected check box to 

remove that document from the 

selection.

Click 'Download'. The Document 

Download Manager opens.

Click 'Download' and PDF documents 

will be saved to your default browser 

download folder.



View citation overview

You can track how often articles (such 

as from an author or journal) have 

been cited using the Citation 

Overview.

You can include up to 5,000 

documents in a Citation Tracker. If you 

select more than 5,000 documents 

only the first 5,000 are included

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11423/supporthub/scopus/


View cited by
To view a list of documents that have cited 
selected documents from your search 
results:

Tip: The Cited by column shows the number 

of times a document has been cited by 

other documents in Scopus. Click the 

number to view the documents.



Save to list

If you are not signed into Scopus, 

you have the option to add selected 

documents from your results list to 

a temporary session-based list.

If you are signed into Scopus, you 

have the option to save documents 

to a list which may be accessed 

anytime you are signed into Scopus.



View reference
You can view the references cited by 

the documents in your search results 

list. From the References list, you can 

output the references, view them on 

Scopus (if available), and view how 

many times they have been cited on 

Scopus.

Select the document(s) (up to 2,000) 

whose references you want to view.

Click '...'

Click 'View references'. A results list 

opens listing the documents 

references.



Create bibliography

ou can create a bibliography of your selected 
documents using QuikBib. QuikBib for Scopus 
was developed in conjunction with RefWorks. 
For more information about RefWorks, 
see How is RefWorks used in Scopus?Select
the document(s) (up to 2,000) whose 
references you want to view.

Click '...'

Click 'Create bibliography'. The Print, email, 
save as PDF or create a bibliography page 
opens.

Select 'HTML' or 'Text' for the desired format.

From the Style drop down, select the desired 
bibliographic style.

Click 'Create bibliography'. QuikBib opens in a 
new window or tab, displaying the new 
bibliography for the document(s).

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14184/supporthub/scopus/


Printing, emailing, and 
saving to PDF format

You can print, email, or save to 

PDF a list of citations (including 

all search results and saved 

lists), documents, and 

document references from the 

Scopus results pages. Click the 

print, email, or PDF icon to 

produce your desired output

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11423/supporthub/scopus/related/1/


بررسی آپشن های یک عنوان



صفحه نمایش مقاالت 

مشخصات مقاله مثل نوع . 1

و DOIمنبع، زبان،ِسند، نوع 

.را ارائه میدهد.. 

عنوان و 

مشخصات مجله 

تعداد استنادات 

تعداد استنادات، تعداد مشاهدات، متریک 

های مقاله  



Metrics



Metrics

Article metrics allow you to evaluate both citation impact and levels of 

community engagement around an article.

Note: Using an adblock add-on within your browser may affect Social Activity 

calculations and displayed benchmarking. Please disable all adblock add-ons to 

ensure Social Activity is reflected accurately within Scopus.



metrics

Metric Definition

Citation Count The Citation Count shows how many times this publication has been cited.

Views Count The Views Count is the sum of abstract views and clicks on the full-text link 

at the publisher website. The Views Count values in Scopus are aligned with 

SciVal. See more about Views Count values.

Field-Weighted Citation Impact Field-Weighted Citation Impact is the ratio of the total citations actually 

received by the denominator output, and the total citations that would be 

expected based on the average of the subject field. The FWCI values in 

Scopus are aligned with SciVal.

See more about Field-Weighted Citation Impact.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/28187/supporthub/scival/views+count/session/L2F2LzEvdGltZS8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L2dlbi8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L3NpZC9mVUppV0RUc1dMN0Z3WkFNX2pObm9nVTU1OFdIcFVVcXhTUGRDSW5MYjRoTEVMWklzSjlaQmZUJTdFT1NpNVpKSDR1dko0aG1IX0dOZndUWHBFUEdSQVg2JTdFUnNjTDZfRm1ybVpTdmVXTW5jME9HSjdKdEJ6M09IdzZBJTIxJTIx
https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14894/supporthub/scopus/session/L2F2LzEvdGltZS8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L2dlbi8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L3NpZC9mVUppV0RUc1dMN0Z3WkFNX2pObm9nVTU1OFdIcFVVcXhTUGRDSW5MYjRoTEVMWklzSjlaQmZUJTdFT1NpNVpKSDR1dko0aG1IX0dOZndUWHBFUEdSQVg2JTdFUnNjTDZfRm1ybVpTdmVXTW5jME9HSjdKdEJ6M09IdzZBJTIxJTIx


Citation Benchmarking The citation benchmarking is based on SciVal’s

field-weighted version of the Outputs in Top Citation 

Percentiles metric. This metrics shows how 

citations received by this document compare with 

the average for documents in the same publication 

year, normalized by subject area. The 99th 

percentile is high, and indicates a document in the 

top 1% globally. The following criteria are used in 

the calculation:

•Publication year of the document + 3 years

•Compared to same document type

•Compared to the same discipline

Citation benchmarking compares articles within an 

36 month window. The Citation Benchmarking only 

appears when compared to all three criteria.

View more information about Outputs in Top 

Citation Percentile on our SciVal support center.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/28193/supporthub/scival/p/10961/session/L2F2LzEvdGltZS8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L2dlbi8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L3NpZC9mVUppV0RUc1dMN0Z3WkFNX2pObm9nVTU1OFdIcFVVcXhTUGRDSW5MYjRoTEVMWklzSjlaQmZUJTdFT1NpNVpKSDR1dko0aG1IX0dOZndUWHBFUEdSQVg2JTdFUnNjTDZfRm1ybVpTdmVXTW5jME9HSjdKdEJ6M09IdzZBJTIxJTIx


Cited by Graph

Export

Click 'Export' to export a Cited by graph to either a .zip or a .csv file.

A drop-down list opens with:

•Export the graph to a zip file- The zip file contains a screenshot of the 

graph.

•Export the data to a csv file- A comma separated file opens listing 

data points of cited-by points, which you can open in Microsoft Excel.

For CSV files with accented characters, these characters do not 

display correctly in Excel unless you save the file and then use the 

Excel data import function to view the file.

For more information, see How do I view accented characters in my 

exported items?

Citation graph

Use the Citations graph to view the number of times an article has 

been cited in a year.

The number of citations for an article is on the y-axis, and the 

publication year is on the x-axis.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14775/supporthub/scopus/session/L2F2LzEvdGltZS8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L2dlbi8xNjMxMzM0Njg5L3NpZC9mVUppV0RUc1dMN0Z3WkFNX2pObm9nVTU1OFdIcFVVcXhTUGRDSW5MYjRoTEVMWklzSjlaQmZUJTdFT1NpNVpKSDR1dko0aG1IX0dOZndUWHBFUEdSQVg2JTdFUnNjTDZfRm1ybVpTdmVXTW5jME9HSjdKdEJ6M09IdzZBJTIxJTIx


Date range

To change the date range:

1.Select a different beginning or end year from the Date range drop down menus.

2.Click 'Update'. The graph updates according to the date range.

Note: Available date ranges are from the current year to 1970. Current year includes documents with a 

publication date of the next year; it does not include documents from the current year. For example, if 

the current year is 2009, then current year would find documents with a publication date of 2010.

Exclude self-citations and Exclude citations from books

To remove self-citations or book citations from a citations graph, select one of the following and 

click 'Update':

•'Exclude self-citations' - Removes self-citations for the Citations graph

•'Exclude citations from books'- Removes book citations for the Citations graph



What are PlumX Metrics

• As people interact with research they leave online footprints. Plum 

Analytics gathers these footprints and creates and categorizes metrics on 

individual pieces of research output (articles, conference proceedings, 

book chapters, and more). These metrics are collectively known as PlumX

Metrics.

• By categorizing the metrics into five categories – Usage, Captures, 
Mentions, Social Media, and Citations – PlumX helps make sense of a large 
amount of metrics data and enables analysis by comparing metrics that are 
compatible.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/12031/supporthub/scopus/


Field-Weighted citation impact

Field-Weighted citation impact

Field-Weighted Citation Impact shows how well cited this document is when compared to similar documents. A value 
greater than 1.00 means the document is more cited than expected according to the average. It takes into account:

The year of publication

Document type, and

Disciplines associated with its source.

The FWCI is the ratio of the document's citations to the average number of citations received by all similar documents over 
a three-year window. Each discipline makes an equal contribution to the metric, which eliminates differences in researcher 
citation behavior.

Metrics displaying this icon are compiled according to Snowball MetricsLearn more about Snowball Metrics (opens in new 
window), a collaboration between industry and academia. Learn more about Article metrics in Scopus.

http://www.snowballmetrics.com/


Secondary documents
A secondary document is a document that has been 

extracted from a Scopus document reference list but is not 

available directly in the Scopus database since it is not 

indexed by Scopus. For some of these documents, limited 

functionality is available on Scopus.

To view secondary documents, select the 'Secondary 

documents' tab.

Similar to the Document results page, the Secondary 

documents search page allows you to edit the search, refine 

the results, sort, export, view cited by documents, and create 

bibliographies, as well as print, email, and create PDFs.

Because many of these documents are not available on 

Scopus, you cannot open the document or view the abstract. 

For some secondary documents, only certain fields in the 

citation are available to search. For example, if you search 

the Abstract field, and an abstract is not available for the 

reference, that reference is not included in your search 

results.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11423/supporthub/scopus/related/1/#panel14


Patents

to view patent results, select 

the 'Patents' tab.

Similar to the Document results page, the 

Patents search page allows you to refine 

the results, sort, view patent information, 

and show the information in the patent 

text that is pertinent to your search.



Use boolean operators to 

combine different search 

queries and proximity 

operators to find words 

near/within a specified 

distance of each other

Operators  ytimixorp dna naeloob ~

srotarepo

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/#panel1b


Rules for using Boolean operators:

Advanced searches with multiple operators are processed using the following order of precedence:

OR

AND

AND NOT

e.g. KEY(mouse AND NOT cat OR dog) is interpreted as KEY((mouse) AND NOT (cat OR dog))

AND NOT should always be used at the end of the query.

To search for a specific phrase, enclose the terms in double quotes (" ") or for an exact match use braces ({}).



You can choose 

between two 

Proximity 

operators to find 

words within a 

certain distance 

from each other: 

Pre/n specifies a 

word order 

whereas 

W/n does not.

Proximity operators - W/n/ERP ,n

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/










There are two ways of searching for phrases, an exact search and a loose/approximate phrase, depending on how exact a 

match you want to find.

How

Loose/approximate phrases

Double quotation marks are important when searching for a loose/approximate phrase.

Example:

Loose phrase: TITLE-ABS-KEY( "heart attack") searches for documents where heart attack appear together in the title, abstract, 

or keywords.

Not a loose phrase: TITLE-ABS-KEY( heart attack) searches for documents where heart and attack appear together or 

separately in the title, abstract, or keywords.

Find exact or approximate phrases and words  noitatouq ,secarb ,sdracdliw ~

skram

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/
https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/#panel2b


Rules

* Punctuation is ignored: heart-attack or heart attack return the same results.

* Wildcards work: "criminal* liab*" finds criminally liable and criminal liability.

* Plurals and spelling variants are included: heart attack includes heart attacks, anesthesia includes anaesthesia.

* Double quotation marks can be used to search specifically for stop words and special characters: "crocodiles with alligators" will return results 

such as: Crocodiles with alligators are among the largest reptiles.

* The hyphen is treated as punctuation and therefore ignored if it is not in an exact phrase. Wildcards must be used with words because they 

cannot be standalone. When an hyphen is placed between a wildcard and a word, the wildcard is dropped:

- title-abs-key (*-art) will be searched as title-abs-key(art)

- abs(iwv-*) will be searched as abs(iwv)

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14808/supporthub/scopus/


Exact phrase

To find documents that contain an exact phrase, enclose the phrase in braces: {oyster toadfish}.

RESULT: This includes any stop words, spaces, and punctuation which you included in the braces. For 

example:

* {heart-attack} and {heart attack} will return different results because the dash is included.

* Wildcards are searched as actual characters, e.g. {health care?} returns results such as: Who pays for 

health care?

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/
https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14808/supporthub/scopus/


Find accented and special characters

You can search for accented characters either with or without the accent. The results contain both variants.

Example: España dna Espana deretne uoy rehtehw dnuof htob era espana ro españa.

This also applies to special characters.

•Letters from the Greek alphabet and their spelled-out equivalents –alpha; α

•Special characters that have common equivalents like π r ⊃2 ;-rp2

Special characters with no common equivalents, punctuation, and spacing are ignored.

To search specifically for a special character or a punctuation mark, enclose it in braces }π{.

Note: Scopus finds variant spellings and matches Greek characters and their common American/British English variant spellings.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/#panel3b


Find plural or possessive forms of a word

Using the singular form of a word in your search retrieves the singular, plural, and possessive forms of most words.

Scopus applies word stemming to fields containing text (not to names, affiliations, dates, or numbers). Word stemming ensures 
that different occurrences of a word are found.

Example: criterion finds criteria and criterion

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/#panel5b


Filter your search results: open access

Scopus has a number of documents labeled as Open Access (OA). Open Access refers to content in which all peer 
reviewed, scholarly articles are online and available without any restrictions. For more information about OA and OA 
filters, see Open Access (OA).

You can select to search and filter only Open Access documents available in Scopus. An OA search allows you to filter 
by OA status on the Document results page:

Gold: Gold documents are in journals which only publish open access.

Hybrid Gold: Hybrid Gold Documents are in journals which provide authors the choice of publishing open access.

Bronze: Bronze are published versions of record or manuscripts accepted for publication. The publisher has chosen to 
provide temporary or permanent free access.

Green: Green are published versions or manuscripts accepted for publication and available at repository.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/#panel6b
https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11268/supporthub/scopus/


Document types included in 
the search

Scopus coverage focuses on primary 

document types from serial publications. 

Primary means that the author is identical 

to the researcher in charge of the 

presented findings. Scopus does not 

include secondary document types, 

where the author is not identical to the 

person behind the presented research, 

such as obituaries and book reviews.

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/11213/supporthub/scopus/#panel4b


Document types covered in Scopus

• Article or Review

• Article

• Review

• Book or Book Chapter

• Book

• Book Chapter

• Article or Conference Paper

• Conference Paper

• Conference Review

• Letter

• Editorial

• Note

• Short Survey

• Business Article or Press

• Erratum

• Retracted

• Data Paper

Document types not covered in Scopus

• Book reviews

• Conference meeting



Author Search

Name
orcid



Result



Author result



Affiliations search



source

Scopus Source Browse and Source List 

are refreshed and updated three times 

per year. Sources are added to Scopus 

Source Browse and Source List after a 

threshold of 15 papers has been 

reached.


